HISPANICS ARE BOTH THE LARGEST AND FASTEST-GROWING MINORITY GROUP IN THE UNITED STATES.
ONE-THIRD OF HISPANICS LIVING IN THE U.S. ARE CHILDREN, LESS THAN 18 YEARS OF AGE.
SPANISH IS THE PRIMARY LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN 72% OF U.S. HISPANIC HOUSEHOLDS.

Surprisingly few resources exist to address the needs of Spanish-speaking individuals and families. When it
comes to selecting tests to evaluate performance, aptitude, behavior, or needs of Spanish speakers, the Buros
Center for Testing offers resources specifically designed to help test users identify appropriate tests.
“ Pruebas Publicadas en Español provides a unique and exceptional resource for psychologists
and others who work with Spanish-speaking populations” (Oakland, 2013).
Pruebas Publicadas en Español: An Index of Spanish Tests in Print (PPE) builds on the established traditions of
the Buros Center for Testing and its long-standing publication series – The Mental Measurements Yearbook
and Tests in Print.
PPE provides extensive information about tests published wholly or partly in Spanish. Its information is
easily used by testing professionals—including students in training—in education, psychology, counseling,
neuropsychology, speech/language pathology, audiology, and business who speak Spanish, English, or both.
All content is presented side by side in both languages to serve as an all-in-one resource that acquaints test
users with available measures and facilitates appropriate selection of tests.
PPE is available through our newest electronic database product, Mental Measurements Yearbook with
Tests in Print Internacional, offered through EBSCO Information Services. A 30-day free trial is available
from EBSCO. See ebscohost.com/academic/mental-measurements-yearbook-with-tests-in-print-internacional or
contact your EBSCO representative today!
To order a print or electronic copy, visit us at buros.org/ppe.
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Our newest products help test users in
“selecting the most appropriate testing
instruments when working with 
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“This is the guidebook to all things relevant
to testing Spanish speakers. In a nutshell,
it is a must-have if you either test Spanish
speakers or want to interpret the work of
those who have tested Spanish speakers.”
ANTONIO E. PUENTE
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